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I’m pleased to welcome you to the new edition of Cross Section
and it’s great to see that, as always, it’s filled with appealing
stories from around the world.
Striking images of the vast salt flats of northern Ethiopia
illustrate a fascinating story about Fugro’s role in preparation for
a solution mining project in the Danakil Depression. On the north
Atlantic coast of South America is Guiana, the ideal location
for space launches. Here the Ariane 6 launch pad construction
project presented numerous challenges when Fugro designed
and performed a suite of ground investigations.
Crucial data from ground investigations also feature in the short
story about the strategic road link that’s the subject of the most
expensive transport project in Scotland’s history. And elsewhere
in Europe, Fugro completed geotechnical and geophysical
investigations at the Dutch offshore wind farm area, Borssele.
Deliverables included an integrated ground model together with
meteorological data collected using a floating LiDAR buoy.
In the southern Indian Ocean the search for the missing
MH370 aircraft continues. Recently joined by a third Fugro
vessel, it now also includes Fugro’s state-of-the-art AUV to
scan the most difficult portions of the search area.
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And wherever you are in the world, you might get the opportunity
to experience the Innovation Fair, with its focus on Fugro’s new
technological developments. Please explore and enjoy!
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Tell us what you think
We welcome your feedback on any aspect of the magazine or website
and encourage you to send us your comments by email:
crosssection@fugro.com
COPYRIGHT
Material in this magazine may not be reproduced without written permission from Fugro.

Fugro provides the people, equipment, expertise and technology that support the exploration,
development, production and transportation of the world’s natural resources. Clients are provided
with the technical data and information required to design, construct and maintain structures and
infrastructure in a safe, reliable and efficient manner.
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PROJECT REPORT

WHAT’S NEW?

NEW VESSELS COMPLETE
MAIDEN PROJECTS
Two of Fugro’s new-build vessels recently completed maiden projects on two continents.
Fugro Scout was deployed on a project in the Middle East whilst Fugro Americas undertook
geochemical coring in the Caribbean. Both new vessels represent significant advancement in
marine technology.

HIGH QUALITY DATA
FOR OFFSHORE WIND
DEVELOPERS
Crucial data that will help determine
the best possible design for an
offshore wind farm in the Borssele
zone have been provided by Fugro.
Under contracts awarded by the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, part of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Fugro deployed dedicated
vessels MV Bucentaur, Fugro Scout and Fugro
Commander to undertake geotechnical site
investigations at the 1400MW Borssele

wind farm area, off the Zeeland coast.
The workscope also included geophysical
investigations of the seabed, executed by
Fugro Pioneer, to acquire information about
water depth, geology and possible obstacles
on and below the seabed.
To aid calculations of anticipated yield
from the planned wind farms, Fugro’s
floating Seawatch LiDAR buoy was
deployed, using laser beams to collect
meteorological data.

“These projects demonstrate Fugro’s specialised support for the offshore
wind industry. We have strengthened the experience gained though soil and
wind climate research in the Borssele area and this has enabled us to deliver
high quality, objective information.”
Frank Koopman, Director, Fugro Engineers B.V.
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Boreholes, in situ testing and seabed cone
penetration testing formed part of the programme
which also entailed advanced testing at Fugro’s
specialised laboratory in Wallingford, UK.
The final result of the geophysical and
geotechnical investigations was an integrated
geological ground model. Delivered by
experienced geoconsultancy engineers and
geologists, it makes high quality data available to
developers in preparation for the tender process.
email > s.plasman@fugro.com

FUGRO SCOUT CUTS HER TEETH IN THE MIDDLE EAST
After completion of her maiden project in the Persian Gulf,
Fugro Scout proceeded to the Arabian Sea and the Red Sea where
she completed a number of geotechnical and geophysical survey
projects for various clients. The new 83-metre geotechnical
drilling vessel then transited to The Netherlands to execute a
geotechnical survey in the Borssele offshore wind farm zone in
the Dutch sector of the North Sea (see page 04).
Fugro Scout is specifically designed to address the varied demands
of both the shallow and deep water survey markets. With a twin
tower drilling derrick over a central moon pool, the DP vessel
supports automated pipe and tool handling equipment to promote
safe drill floor operations. A large soil laboratory provides a unique
open plan working environment for geotechnical operators; other
equipment includes both downhole and seabed sampling and
testing systems rated for 3,000 metres water depth.

“With a range of specialist equipment and subject
matter experts working with Fugro Scout, we
can help customers reduce the risks associated
with wells and subsea infrastructure.”
email > j.paisley@fugro.com

CARIBBEAN PROJECT FOR FUGRO AMERICAS
Fugro’s premier geophysical survey vessel, Fugro Americas,
successfully completed data collection for a geochemical coring
campaign in the Caribbean in June 2015, marking the maiden
voyage of the new-build vessel. Her stable design and experienced
crew enabled efficient and intelligent data collection, delivering
survey results beyond expectations.
The integrated project comprised 141 piston cores and 7 heat flow
measurements that yielded over 1,500 biological and geochemical
samples. Together with Fugro's comprehensive understanding of
the dynamic objectives and constraints of deepwater operations,
Fugro Americas supports the highest standard of multi-purpose
geophysical survey operations.
In a subsequent project the vessel was deployed in the GuyanaSuriname basin, where Fugro was providing Esso Exploration and
Production Guyana Limited with seabed and shallow sub-seabed
information to support the initial development of offshore structures.

“It was a very successful project, both for Fugro and
the oil major that contracted her for the work.”
email > mwood@fugro.com
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PROJECT REPORT
DEEPWATER SEARCH

INDIAN OCEAN

The state-of-the-art Echo Surveyor VII is again
being used to scan the most difficult portions
of the search area that cannot be searched
as effectively by the deep tow systems on
Fugro’s other search vessels, Fugro Discovery
and Fugro Equator. The Hugin 1000 AUV
is specifically designed for efficient, high
resolution survey operations in water depths
to 4,500 metres. With a 75 kHz side scan
sonar and a dual-head Kongsberg 2040
multibeam echosounder, its configuration is
the same as the systems deployed from the
other vessels. The AUV is also equipped with
an underwater camera.
Fugro Equator in the southern Indian Ocean search
area. Source: ATSB, photo by Justin Baulch.

ECHO SURVEYOR VII
RETURNS TO MH370
SEARCH OPERATIONS
When Fugro’s multi-role vessel, the Havila
Harmony, joined the search for the missing
flight MH370, her specialist systems included
the Echo Surveyor VII AUV. The system was
used in 2015 during the southern Indian Ocean
search operations but when sea conditions
deteriorated beyond limitations for safe launch
and recovery of the AUV, it was withdrawn.

A CLOSER LOOK
In December 2015 an anomalous sonar contact
was identified by the deep tow system and
analysis suggested the object was likely to be
man-made, probably a shipwreck. The Havila
Harmony was tasked with further examination
of the target and Echo Surveyor VII was
deployed to perform a high resolution sonar
scan. On 2nd January the AUV captured high
resolution sonar imagery of the sunken vessel,
complete with bowsprit.

Expert review of some of the imagery
concluded that the wreck is likely to be that of
a steel or iron sailing vessel from the turn of
the 19th century.
This was in fact the second discovery since
the deepwater search began in October 2014.
In May 2015 the ATSB published stunning
imagery captured at a depth of around 3,900
metres by Echo Surveyor VII. The images show
debris of another wreck, likely to be that of a
19th century merchant sailing ship, including
an anchor and what is believed to be scattered
coal, possibly indicating that the ship had an
auxiliary steam-powered engine.

“This event has really
demonstrated that the systems,
people and the equipment
involved in the search are
working well. It’s shown that
if there’s a debris field in the
search area, we’ll find it.”
Peter Foley, MH370 Operational Search
Director, ATSB

Anchor and debris from the shipwreck site
including an anchor and scattered coal.
Source: ATSB; image by Fugro. 

METICULOUS DATA ANALYSIS
All sonar data collected by Fugro go through
a detailed analysis and an exhaustive review
process to ascertain quality, coverage and most
importantly any sonar contacts of interest.
Data analysis is methodical and meticulous and
is designed to ensure that nothing is missed.
It begins with the mission crew on board the
search vessels; the data is reviewed again by
sonar analysts at Fugro’s office in Perth and
then it is independently reviewed by the sonar
experts in the ATSB’s operational search team.
Although these discoveries are not what the
team is searching for, they corroborate the
utilisation of the deep tow sonar equipment for
the wide area search together with the AUV for
detailed investigations.
Regularly updated information and
illustrations are available online at
www.fugro.com/media-centre/mh370-latest

PMENTS

OTHER DEVELO
APRIL 2015

The original 60,000 km² search
area was expanded to enable up
to 120,000 km² to be searched,
covering the entire highest
probability area identified by
expert analysis. Senior Ministers
from Malaysia, Australia and the
People's Republic of China received
a detailed briefing on the thorough
and rigorous search, including details
of the technology, assessment
and analysis of data collected and
classification of sonar contacts.
Discussions also covered the
challenges and risks in the search
operations in extreme depths and in
such a remote and difficult location.

JULY 2015

Aircraft wreckage was found on the
Indian Ocean island of La Réunion.
The wreckage was subsequently
identified as being from a Boeing 777
and in September French authorities
confirmed that the wing part, known
as a flaperon, was from the missing
Malaysia Airlines flight. The ATSB
reviewed its search calculations and
priorities and was satisfied that the
discovery of the debris was consistent
with the underwater search area.

Based on independent
analysis of satellite, radar
and aircraft performance
data from many international
experts, all evidence indicates
the Boeing 777 entered the
sea close to a long but narrow
arc in the southern Indian
Ocean. Known as ‘the seventh
arc,’ this has been the focus
of the seafloor search efforts.

email > media@fugro.com
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WHAT’S NEW?

PRESTIGIOUS
INDUSTRY
HONOUR

TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES
Queensland’s main power distribution company
in Australia, Roames was amongst submissions
from all over the world that were judged by a
panel of former chairmen of the Edison Electric
Institute (EEI). The panel was impressed with
Fugro’s excellent use of technology in building the
Roames system and its data analysis capabilities.

Fugro’s Roames asset simulation system was
recently announced as winner of the 2015
Edison Award - the electric power industry's
most prestigious honour. The award recognises
distinguished leadership, innovation and
progress in advancing the electric power industry.

Ergon Energy implemented Roames in 2013
to optimise its asset management processes
in order to save cost and improve safety and
customer service. The innovative system
uses airborne sensors to generate accurate
3D models showing precise electric power
transmission network locations in relation
to buildings, trees and other objects.

Nominated by Ergon Energy, the state of

email > j.bangay@fugro.com

1

2

Above: Valetta Grand Harbour. 
Above Right: Thermal analysis, 51 hot spots. 

Fugro monitors more than one million spans of network on a yearly cycle
through Roames. The service is available in Australia, Europe and the USA.

Situated in the centre of the Mediterranean
Sea, the Maltese archipelago comprises three
main islands - Malta, Gozo and Comino.
On these islands ground water aquifers
are the main source of fresh water.
Malta is one of the most densely populated
countries in the world, placing immense
pressure on these aquifer systems. As part
of an initiative to better understand the
characteristics of this resource, the Sustainable
Energy and Water Conservation Unit
(part of Malta’s Ministry for Energy and
Health) contracted Fugro to undertake
a thermographic aerial survey to locate
areas of coastal discharge and help
manage water resources more effectively.
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1: Urban Water Runoff, Saint Paul
2: Urban Water Runoff, Sliema
3: Grand Harbour, Valetta
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ENHANCING CHARACTERISATION
OF COASTAL GROUND WATER
DISCHARGE
significant challenges due to the disparity
between demand for fresh water and the naturally
occurring fresh water resources. In order to
ensure that intrusion of saline water is managed
effectively, a number of measures are being
implemented by the Maltese Government.
HELP FROM THE AIR
Airborne thermography measures the
temperature of the earth’s surface based on
the amount of energy it is emitting, using an
aircraft-mounted sensor that is sensitive to
thermal infrared energy. In this project, the
technology enabled Fugro to clearly delineate
between the temperature variations of sea
water versus fresh ground water.

meet a relatively simple task. Thermographic
imagery provided sufficient detail to pinpoint
thermal variations in the sea surface and relate
these to freshwater or seawater areas.
IDENTIFYING HOT SPOTS
Technical experts analysed the imagery and
generated reports highlighting the location and
extent of the hot spots where water (mainly
brackish) with a different temperature to that
of ground water was discharging into the sea.
A total of 51 sites were identified along the
coastline; some were hot spots identified in a
previous survey in 1990 and Fugro’s analysis
identified 23 new sites.
Having access to a study conducted 25 years
previously, helped establish and confirm the hot
spots where water with a different temperature to
ground water was consistently being discharged
into the sea. These sites are to be the subject
of further field investigations to characterise
the flows and nature of the water and, where
applicable, adopt water retention technologies.

WORLD CLASS REMOTE SENSING SOLUTIONS
Technological advancements in thermographic
remote sensing have played a key role in
improving management of available water
resources. The results and analysis provided
by Fugro allowed for better characterisation
of the coastal ground water discharge within
the Maltese islands and highlight Fugro’s
world class remote sensing solutions and
their application across a broad range
of domains.
email > a.sheoran@fugro.com

MALTA'S NATURAL AQUIFERS
The annual total ground water inflow to
the islands’ aquifer systems is approximately
57 million cubic metres, of which an estimated
23 million cubic metres is lost annually
through natural discharge at coastal areas.

Ground water in Malta is estimated to have
a stable temperate of about 19-20 degrees
Celsius, whereas the sea water during the
winter time is about 15 degrees Celsius.
Taking into account this variation in
temperature, airborne thermography made
delineation of sites where the two waters

In addition, the intrusion of saline waters
into the fresh water is a problem that offers

The thermographic aerial survey was undertaken in 2015 under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 346 Project - Assessment of subsurface ground water
discharge in the Maltese islands - which is co-financed by the ERDF.

An estimated 23 million m³
of ground water is lost each
year through natural discharge
at Maltese coastal areas.
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SOLUTION MINING

ETHIOPIA

AND
FUGRO’S MINING
IS
WATER EXPERT E
2011 First hydrogeological
investigation of the Danakil area
for Allana Potash
2012 Fertiliser brine study, Sechura
desert, Peru
2013 & 2014 Expert opinion and
supervision for other licence holders
in Ethiopia
2015 Brine study in the Middle East
(nonferrous metals)
Current projects include work to
improve operations at the world’s
second largest trona production site

Vast salt flats lie above
rich potash deposits in
northern Ethiopia.

CLEAN AND NATURAL
SALT MINING
Fugro applies its expertise in water research
As a result of widespread intensive farming,
worldwide demand for modern fertilisers
is high and growing fast. Efforts to meet
increasing global demand for affordable food
products have placed a greater focus on the
exploration of the raw materials needed for
the production of agricultural fertilisers that
enhance or sustain yields.
Potash, also known as potassium chloride,
is one of the main fertiliser ingredients and
deposits are found all over the world. In the
Danakil Depression in northern Ethiopia,
vast salt flats lie above extremely rich potash
deposits, up to 800 metres below ground.
Here Fugro has been involved in the exploration
phase of a potash mining project run by
Canadian mining company Allana Potash Corp.
10 I CROSS SECTION 29 I MARCH 2016

Fugro combined several areas of expertise
and, as part of a bankable feasibility
study, conducted groundwater research in
preparation for solution mining of potash
salts. Established capabilities in hydrogeology,
geology, geophysics, satellite imaging,
drilling and mapping as well as expertise
in data management and logistics proved
invaluable.
MINING WITH WATER
Insurmountable problems with conventional
mining techniques made it necessary to seek
alternative methods. Since potash is watersoluble, solution mining was the best option.
Solution mining techniques are energy
and water intensive: fresh groundwater is

pumped through pipelines into solution wells,
dissolving the potash, and the resulting brine
is pumped up into open evaporation ponds.
The water evaporates to leave crystallised salts
that can easily be harvested. It is a simple,
clean and natural technique.
The primary preconditions for solution mining
include a stable and sustainable supply of
relatively fresh water. Although the Danakil
Depression is one of the hottest areas on Earth,
with no rainfall for most of the year, there is a
surprising amount of water here. It is supplied
by the nearby Ethiopian Highlands, which rise
up to 3,000 metres. Water flows to the Danakil
desert via canyons, wadis and fault structures
into alluvial fans and is stored in aquifers
beside the salt flats.

TESTING WELLS
Fugro applied geophysical techniques with
transient electromagnetics (TEM) up to a
depth of 400 metres to identify aquifers, water
depth and the fresh water/salt water interface.
A geological structural analysis based on
satellite images identified tectonic elements
that transport water from the Highlands to the
lowlands. The water balance was determined
with the help of satellite supported climate data.
At the most promising locations, more than
thirty drill holes were sunk as groundwater
monitoring points. In addition, five pumping
wells were constructed at one well field; these
were used initially for pump testing and later
as water supply wells. From all wells, samples
were taken and analysed to determine the
quality of the groundwater and the level of
recharging. Finally, an 82-day step-drawdown
pumping stress test was conducted to verify
water recharging levels.

“Our client is very satisfied with the results. Not only did we find suitable
water, but we also provided every piece of information required to help
make a solid investment decision.”
Falk Bednorz, Fugro Project Manager

OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES
With Danakil temperatures between 40 and
50 degrees Celsius, this presented a major
challenge for both the staff working on this
project and the equipment used. Most of
the drilling work utilised a multi-purpose
drilling rig which performed well (thanks
to its hydraulic oil cooler) despite the
manufacturer’s technical specifications
being stretched to their limits.
Other challenges included the need to replace
the drilling fluid frequently because of the
high mineralisation of the groundwater, and
the storage and transportation of borehole
materials which could not be stored on site.
Many of the necessary materials had to be
imported: the drilling rig, a fully-functioning
workshop in a container, drill pipes and quartz
filter gravel were shipped to Djibouti and then
transported 800 kilometres by road to the
project site.

WATER RESOURCE
Fugro’s pump tests and water analysis showed
that there is suitable water in the area for
solution mining of potash salts. It has also been
established that the groundwater recharge from
the alluvial fans is sufficient to cover at least
3 million cubic metres yearly from one alluvial fan
for mining operations over the next 20 to 25 years.
Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL) recently acquired
Allana Potash and has even greater plans for
the area. With expansion of operations in the
Danakil Depression as part of ICL’s goal of
replacing its existing Dead Sea production, Fugro
is well-positioned to play a significant role. And
with potash not the only commodity suitable for
solution mining, Fugro is also set to support other
mining companies seeking new opportunities and
to apply its expertise to global mining for other
bulk materials such as lignite, coal and iron ore.
email > f.bednorz@fugro.com
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INSPIRING PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Creek and watershed maps of California

“The watershed maps provide
a preliminary understanding
of potential groundwater flow
direction. They also identify
potential preferential pathways
for contaminant migration
in groundwater toward more
sensitive receptors such as
creeks or the bay.”
Alameda County Health Department

An understanding and appreciation of
neighbourhood creeks and watersheds can
deliver wide ranging benefits, including a
reduction in pollution and better informed
decision-making.
Since 1993, Fugro has been creating maps of the
historical and present-day creeks and watersheds
of the San Francisco Bay area. As a result of
collaboration between the Oakland Museum
of California (OMCA) and the San Francisco
Estuary Institute, the project now boasts fifteen
published maps, four detailed GIS databases and
four Google Earth interactive maps. Plans are now
underway for additional mapping, and eventually
a touch-screen installation at the planned
Alameda Watershed Center in Sunol.

GROUND INVESTIGATIONS
ON STRATEGIC ROAD LINK
Under a £2.5million contract for Transport
Scotland, Fugro has conducted ground
investigations along a 45.8-kilometre section
of the A9 road in Scotland. This advanced
phase of the project involved ground
investigation of the superficial deposits
12 I CROSS SECTION 29 I MARCH 2016

and bedrock along the A9, from Pass of
Birnam to Glen Garry. The scope included
exploratory holes in soil and rock, in situ
testing, high quality sampling, installation of
instrumentation, laboratory testing, post site
monitoring and factual reporting.

The A9 passes through areas which are
outstanding in wildlife and landscape terms,
some of which are of national or international
importance. The road links Edinburgh with
Thurso and is a strategic link in the Scottish
trunk road network, supporting economic
growth in the north of Scotland. It is proposed to
dual the entire A9 between Perth and Inverness.
The ground investigations between Birnam and
Glen Garry will help inform the ongoing design work
for the southern section of the dualling programme.

DE TECTIVES IN
AGE
URBAN DRAIN
  Deciphering and accurately depicting
the modern drainage network is one
of the most time-consuming parts of
the mapping process, yet probably
the most important.
 As water is routed through the
watershed, it may cross city
boundaries and go in and out of
various conveyances: creek, storm
drain and engineered channel.
 Open channels are easily mapped
from modern imagery and LiDAR,
but where trees obscure a channel,
a field visit may be necessary.
 For underground pipes and culverts,
local jurisdictions provide maps of
storm drain systems.
 Data compilation is followed up
by field checking and dialogue.

The project started with a simple request by
OMCA for a map of Oakland’s historical creeks
to include in an exhibition about urban creeks.
In Oakland and throughout the urbanised
San Francisco Bay area, many creeks have
“disappeared” into underground culverts and
pipes. After the map was installed, Fugro
and the museum took the project to the next

logical step, creating a map that museum
patrons could take home and use to trace their
creeks block-by-block. Published maps now
cover most of the San Francisco Bay area and
have become a standard reference for water
professionals and creek enthusiasts alike.
The project, supported by a variety of entities
including local flood control districts, clean
water programmes and the state of California,
took a new turn in 2011, targeting digital
interactive maps in Google Earth format.
The maps are initially created in ArcGIS,
a platform that enables different types of data
to be layered and compiled. It also provides
the ability to edit as needed, to match aerial
imagery or ensure flow connections between
storm drains and open channels. Attributes
are added for each line segment or polygon
to indicate feature names and data sources.
The ArcGIS files can then be exported either to a
graphics programme (such as Adobe Illustrator)
for production as a printed map, or to Google
Earth for display as a digital interactive map.
With the objectives of engaging the digital
audience and providing seamless, scalable
coverage of larger areas, these maps have a similar
cartographic look to the paper maps, but include
new features in the form of clickable icons that
provide interesting information, photos and links.
email > j.sowers@fugro.com

“This investment represents
the most expensive transport
project in Scotland’s history
and presents some of the
most challenging work ever
undertaken.”
Keith Brown, Infrastructure Secretary,
Scottish Parliament

email > s.poulter@fugro.com
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES
beyond the boundaries of most project budgets
or programmes. RILA information is being used
by designers working on electrification and
route upgrades and is also proving attractive to
‘high output’ track renewal teams for optimising
design and checking the finished product.
Whilst capable of impressive productivity,
state-of-the-art track renewal machines are
expensive to run, requiring a sizeable labour force
and mostly constrained to short overnight track
possessions. Delays can impact heavily on budgets,
programme time and ultimately customer service.
RILA can be used to screen for any anomalies
or stability issues prior to track renewal, so that
they can be addressed during reconstruction.
Post-renewal, it delivers high accuracy data for
quality assurance – to check that any pre-existing
issues with the trackbed or geometry have
been resolved, and to trouble-shoot any
non-alignment or non-conformities.

RILA track profiles are generated every
10cm or less with a relative accuracy of
+/-5mm over 200 metres. 

NEW ANGLES ON RAIL
DATA COLLECTION

Revolutionising the way railway data and asset information are collected

The UK rail network contains some of the
oldest and most intensively utilised routes
in the world. With asset managers under
pressure to grow capacity, save money
and reduce risk, Fugro is responding to
requirements for a constant supply of
accurate, reliable data that can be acquired
without delaying trains. Its range of
technologies is improving decision-making
and will consign many of the dedicated
survey trains to the sidings.
Along with faster speeds, increasing
automation also helps to remove survey
personnel from the tracks, resulting in reduced
risks and costs associated with people working
on or near the track, as well as less disruption
from track possessions. Fugro is also providing
the potential to acquire more data more
cost-effectively for use in the latest design
software. Output from automated surveys is
sufficiently repeatable to indicate change over
14 I CROSS SECTION 29 I MARCH 2016

time, and sufficiently comprehensive to guide
maintenance and renewal planning.
TRACK GEOMETRY
Fugro’s RILA system is a new development
in track geometry measurement. It supplies
absolute track position in three dimensions,
gauge and cant at line speed with data collected
in a fraction of the time of conventional
ground based surveys. With the ability to take
measurements at normal operating speeds
without expensive modifications to trains or
changes in schedules or additional train-paths,
RILA makes data collection safer, easier to
plan and much more cost-effective.
The system also captures simultaneous
geo-referenced forward facing video that can be
used as a desktop tool for asset management
and condition inspection.
The RILA system can be attached to any regular

passenger train, using a specifically designed
coupler adaptor, in less than two minutes at
any terminus station. Ease of use makes it
possible to measure a large network as often
as necessary without loss of track availability
for train operators. The acquired data can
be used as track survey data for (alignment)
design, building information modelling,
calculation of track quality parameters and
as vehicle behaviour and comfort parameters.
With high absolute accuracy, RILA is readily
meeting the specifications of an increasing
number of European rail operators. Network
Rail is the latest, having approved the system
for a range of engineering design applications.
TRACK RENEWAL
Since Fugro’s modular RILA system is easy
to deploy, it empowers designers and asset
managers by providing a suite of robust, reliable
measurement information that was previously

Another area that can benefit is the preprocurement survey, such as passing clearance
analysis for introduction of new rolling stock.
IMAGING POWERS
For an even more expansive view of the
entire rail corridor, Fugro has developed a
complementary system, RAIL-MAP. This can be
mounted to the front or back of any buffered
engine, offering similar logistical and data
quality benefits to RILA. It incorporates twin
360º laser scanners and a panoramic imaging
system to supply ultra-high density LiDAR
point cloud data of the route. The position
of the point cloud data can be referenced
using the highly accurate RILA track position
data, providing an overall level of accuracy
and precision not normally possible with
conventional mobile mapping platforms.

RIL A KEY FACTS
  Track profiles are collected using
an integrated laser and imaging
system that computes position and
orientation from on-board GPS and
inertial measurement systems.
  The system can operate at 100 mph.
  This speed will yield profiles at 10 cm
intervals with an absolute accuracy
of +/-10 mm (plan) and +/-15 mm
(height) and relative accuracies of
5 mm over a 200 m distance.
  Individual profiles have a relative
accuracy of <1 mm.

SUB-SURFACE SURVEYING
Applying ground penetrating radar (GPR)
technology, Fugro provides a different but
complementary view of track infrastructure
that also removes survey personnel from the
tracks, reduces track possession and improves
productivity. Imaging the sub-surface to about
a metre below the rails, GPR scanning is a
key element in the asset data collection mix.
Train-mounted GPR systems routinely collect
hundreds of kilometres of data per day using
multi-channel systems that typically scan
three positions along the track using different
frequency antennas to capture information
from different depth windows.
The picture provided by GPR allows asset
managers to visualise the uniformity of ballast
and foundation layers, highlighting places
where further investigation or intervention
may be needed. GPR can also help map buried
services and obstructions to ballast renewal
or construction.

BIGGER PICTURE
As the value inputs and financial returns
of survey data become more evident in rail
asset management, so the integration of
both acquisition and reporting becomes more
important. Recognising that the ‘bigger picture’
allows greater control of resources, Fugro is
extending data catchment far beyond the
ballast and track boundaries.
Additional services such as aerial imaging,
remote sensing and the latest 3D geophysical
investigations, enable mapping and interrogation
of the wider rail corridor, above and below.
More data-streams – on everything from
ground strength and slope stability to the
structural health of tunnels and bridges –
can now be pooled for better decision-making
across the asset lifecycle.
Remote imaging and measurement technology
represent a step change in topographical
mapping; a growing range of outputs can be
delivered more safely and cost-effectively,
and generally without any ‘boots on the ground’.
Aerial imaging enables detailed digital mapping
of topography, albeit to a lower accuracy and
resolution than RAIL-MAP, whether as a discrete
‘one-off’ survey or on a repeated basis to
detect landscape change. Information can be
used to spot slope movement, encroachment
of vegetation, flood patterns and even details
as subtle as a tilt in a tree angle – all possible
precursors to change that could pose risks to
the rail corridor. Another key use is mapping
inventory – overhead gantries, signalling
systems, trackside assets, bridges, culverts –
which is essential for planning infrastructure
upgrades and for general network management.

email > n.vandenhurk@fugro.com

Fugro’s RILA track
measurement system was
shortlisted in the category
‘Best use of technology
and innovation’ in the
Network Rail Partnership
Awards 2015.
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PROJECT REPORT

‘GROUND
CONTROL’ AT
EUROPEAN
SPACE CENTRE

The rocket science that relies on shrewd
geoscience to get ever more ambitious space
missions and satellites off the ground

GROUND INVESTIGATION

GUIANA

projects, including nuclear energy sites and
bridge foundations, Fugro designed a suite of
investigations that would derive high quality
data to give a continuous and detailed view of
the subsurface.
Three techniques - seismic refraction, resistivity
(ERT) and electromagnetic - were combined to
a target depth of 50 metres. This ensured the
delivery of sufficient volumes and distribution
of data for plotting the variable rockhead with
high accuracy.
A further complication of the spaceport’s
deeply weathered geology is the potential
presence of hidden boulders. While these can
be significant – as large as 20 tonnes - they
are problematic to find. The geophysics team
was therefore also tasked with distinguishing
between bedrock and large boulders so that
foundations could be securely anchored in
competent rock.
Ground visualisation based on all three
techniques proved highly effective in pinpointing
boulder locations, using a number of boreholes
to confirm findings.

The much anticipated Ariane 6 project poses
technical challenges including the construction
of the launch pad. 

Amongst the technical challenges facing
French space agency, CNES, with its
much anticipated Ariane 6 project,
is the construction of the launch pad
at the Guiana spaceport.
Lying five degrees north of the equator,
where a peak in rotational velocity forces
assists space vehicle propulsion through the
earth’s atmosphere, the tropical location is
conducive to space launches. However, the
underlying pre-Cambrian geology and deeply
weathered soils mean ground conditions are
highly variable and the location of rockhead
for foundations is highly unpredictable.
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The tropical forest environment made work
logistically demanding, with surveyors
tackling undulating ground and thickly covered
forest floor. The presence of jaguars and
snakes around the site presented additional
challenges. Through high standards of project
management and quality control in the field,
Fugro geophysicists ensured that equipment
deployment maximised efficiency and
minimised environmental impact. The phased
surveys were all completed on time and with
no safety issues.

Understanding and managing construction
risks for new infrastructure in this challenging
context relies on detailed ground evaluation.

carried out seismicity surveys and vibration
monitoring to predict the ground motion
effects from the Ariane 5 launch vehicle.

Fugro was appointed by CNES to undertake
a suite of geophysical investigations to help
develop a reliable ground model in the planning
of launch facilities for Ariane 6. Survey data
would also provide an early picture of ground
conditions to identify areas suitable for
development and to help target and rationalise
the borehole programme.

ARIANE 6 - PHASE 1 INVESTIGATIONS
Initial geophysical investigations for Ariane 6
were largely focused on characterising an area
of virgin ground for the launch pad.

MAIN INVESTIGATION
Based on the success of the integrated
geophysics for the first investigation,
CNES asked Fugro to undertake first order
investigations for all civil engineering
elements for Ariane 6. This included screening
and identifying potential areas for the booster
building and the rocket and satellite assembly
facility, as well as the launch pad and
connecting transport links.

Key aims were to map changes in thickness
of the tropically weathered soils and to map
fractures in the bedrock in order to help the
design team to optimise the site layout and
manage subsurface risk. Using an integrated
approach proven for other infrastructure

As with the first investigation, seismic and
electrical techniques were integrated to yield
high quality, continuous data on ground
conditions and mechanical strength properties
to help inform design decisions and reduce
ground uncertainty.

Work was completed in two contracts between
2012 and 2014. Prior to this, Fugro had

KEY SURVEY CRITERIA INCLUDED:
 Location and nature of rockhead - if fresh or weathered - to identify a viable location for
foundations for the booster building.
 Mapping of boulder fields to target and enable levelling works.
 Investigation of soil conditions to identify underlying weak areas or presence of rockhead
in relation to the route of linear infrastructure – a road link to transport the boosters
(weighing 600 tonnes) and railway for the complete rocket (weighing 1200 tonnes).
 Confirmation of the suitability of the envisaged launch pad position, or data to support its
relocation to an alternative site.

Ariane 6 is subject to particularly challenging
constraints, being integrated within existing
structures and programmes, Soyuz and Ariane 5
among them. Changes in footprint needed
to take account of the safety radius of
other programmes as well as the permitted
curvature of rail track infrastructure, meaning
that any major positional change was
restricted to the launch pad.
This required Fugro to also screen for
potential alternative sites based on boulder
locations (using geophysical data to verify/
clarify understanding of geological structure),
thickness of overburden (no more than
15 metres) and flatness of rockhead.
In forming the required understanding of
ground structures, Fugro closely considered
both site geology and geomorphology in
tandem with the field work and interpretation
of geophysical profiles.

“Results indicated that the initial proposal for
the launch pad site needed review. We were
able to propose three possible alternatives that
met engineering criteria while avoiding the
safe exclusion zone of existing infrastructure
(subject to verification with boreholes).”
Simon Brightwell, Business Development
Manager, Fugro GeoServices
Early site characterisation with geophysics helps
to reduce ground uncertainty and the associated
risks of development to a manageable level,
with benefits for all stakeholders – the client,
project constructors and suppliers, spaceport
employees, and private and public investors.
For CNES, it has provided crucial visibility of
hidden risks in highly anomalous geology to help
safely plan and design the ground capability
for the future generation of space launch.
email > s.brightwell@fugro.com

The tropical forest environment made work logistically demanding. 
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OUR BUSINESS

With a sharper-than-ever
focus on requirements for
cost efficiency, safety and
ease of operation in the
offshore oil and gas industry,
Fugro’s investment in new
technological developments
has delivered innovations
that support long term
sustainability in the sector.
In September 2015, at Fugro’s
inaugural Offshore Survey Innovation
Fair in Delft, the Netherlands,
attendees were guided through an
impressive showcase of applications
and technology specifically for
offshore field design, development,
inspection and maintenance.
The inspiring event highlighted the
power of innovation in creating and
maintaining a competitive advantage
and its importance as a key strategy
driver for Fugro.

EXPERIENCING
INNOVATION

Spotlight on new technological developments to support offshore oil and gas industry

THE PROGRAMME
The Innovation Fair format provides an
insight into cutting edge technology
developments. Presentations, workshops
and demonstrations cover both
currently available applications and
a selection of innovative prototypes.
The event is enriched with interaction
and engagement with attendees as
they share thoughts and opinions.
Ample opportunities to meet and
interrogate Fugro’s developers,
engineers and commercial staff
promote lively discussions, underlining
the importance of dialogue between
company and client.

A SELECTION OF FUGRO’S INNOVATIONS FOR
OFFSHORE OPERATIONS
3Direct®

ROAMES

Accurate and continuous hands-off positioning
through video stream tracking of 3D structures.
The position, heading, pitch and roll of the
structure are accurately calculated in real-time
using advanced vision-based technology.
3Direct® enhances safety and operational
control during lifting and lowering operations,
such as for subsea jacket installation.

A unique approach combining innovative mapping
techniques with cutting edge data processing and
cloud computing capabilities. Roames delivers
a complete and accurate 3D virtual model of
any asset environment. Subsequent asset and
integrity management is made easy and cost
efficient through automatic change detection
and automated prioritisation of anomalies.

InclinoCam®

Subsea LiDAR

During offshore installation and hammering
operations of a pile, continuous, vision-based
pile edge tracking determines the inclination.
InclinoCam® enhances operational continuity,
improves safety and decreases installation time.

The next step in the evolution of project mapping
and measurement. Subsea LiDAR technology
collects detailed and accurate 3-dimensional
point clouds of complex subsea components
using non-contact, laser technology.

OARS®

NorthStar™

Office Assisted Remote Services enables safe,
precise, real-time positioning monitoring that
minimises or eliminates the requirement for
survey specialists on board an operational
vessel.

A wide range of forecasting and monitoring
techniques in one Fugro service, supporting
floating asset integrity management. NorthStar
simplifies onboard operations and optimises
production uptime.

Seastriper®

GeoWing

A precise, robust and adaptable subsea survey
system designed especially for subsea pipeline
inspection. Seastriper® provides ultra-dense,
very precise and efficient laser induced point
cloud generation for fast, high density, high
accuracy subsea surveying without acoustic
noise interference.

A fixed frame gradiometer system mounted
to a remotely operated towed vehicle.
The customised design allows for measurement
of the vertical and horizontal gradient,
producing a high resolution magnetic dataset
which is proven to reduce the number of
‘false positives’.

The 2016 #AskFugro programme showcases Fugro’s global ingenuity: a focus on a different
challenge each week throughout the year is paired with Fugro's innovative solution to that challenge.
A culture of ingenuity, together with a policy of investment in technological development,
has enabled Fugro to think differently, pushing back the boundaries of possibility and improving
accuracy and reliability. #AskFugro acknowledges the critical role this plays in supporting
clients in the challenges they face.
www.fugro.com/ask
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